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Drawing Force in the Deep Drawing
  Utilizing Lateral Fluid Pressure

Keilji AsAKURA", Nobuo KOBAYASHI" and Masahide KOHzu"

                (Received June 15, 1984)

        The drawing characteristics in this deep drawing clarified experimentally in

    the prqvious paper haye been studied theoretically by stress analysis The theoretical

    equations of drawing fbrce and punch pressure, in which bending and frictional effects

    were considered, were derived by the analysis based on the assumptions of axisym-

    metric deformation and plane strain. The theoretical values calculated by these equa-

    tions agreed well with the experimental values. The drawing characteristics may be

    estimated theoretically for difTerent working conditions by use of the equations.

                           1. Introduction

   The authors have already clarified experimentally the drawing characteristics in
this deep drawing for soft aluminum sheeti), and have clarified the degrees of the

contributions of punch pressure and lateral fluid pressure to the drawing deformation

by unifying these pressures as the components of the drawing force in this deep
drawing2) .

   In this study, by the stress analysis based on the assumptions of axisymmetric

deformation and plane strain, the theoretical equation of drawing fbrce, in which

bending and frictional efTects are considered, are derived to estimate theoretically the

drawing characteristics for different working conditions.

               2. Theoretical Equation ofthe Drawing Force

   As shown in the previous paper2), the drawing force F in this deep drawing can

be divided into two components, ,Eb due to punch pressure Pp and E, due to lateral

fluid pressure Ps, and is given by:

        F= jFb+Fb=nrp2･Pp+2zrit･Ps, (1)
where ri =(rp + rd,) / 2 (see Fig. 1). The value of F obtained by substituting the ex-

perimental values in Eq. (1) is named the experimental value of drawing force, and

is distinguished from the theoretical value of Fobtained by the stress analysis carried

out in fbllowing sections.

   The component Ib, which is punch fbrce, and punch pressure Pp can be expressed

as:

            2rit
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where ori is the normal stress

Substituting Eq. (3) in Eq. (1),

produced on the cross section' of cup wal1 by punch.

F = 2nrit(ori+Ps) . (4)

   In the analysis of the drawing force, the axisymmetric deformation and plane

strain are assumed. In this deep drawing, a blank is ironed by the tapered surface of the

protrusion of the hold-down cylinder as shown in Fig. 1i). But, in practice, the ironing

is so light that its effect on the drawing force is unconsidered.

   The dimensional symbols of tools and blank are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig.1 Dimensional symbols of tools and blank

2.1 Analyslsimincludingftictiomaleffect

   When a blank diameter changes from its initial value 2ao to 2aby drawing the

blank up to drawing depth S,the fbllowing equation is obtained from the assumptions

of axisymmetric deformation and plane strain.

ro2- r2 = ao2- a2 == ,2riS
'

(5)

where ro and rare the initial and current radli to a particle in flange,

The equivalent strain E- and equivalent stress dbecome :

      i= 2 lnL'
          al-{j- r'
          ,IL3-
              (ar- Oe) ,      o-=           2

where or, and Oe are meridian and circumferential stresses, respectivelY.

between o- and i is given by :

respectively.

(6)

(7)

The relation

o-= CE-n , (8)
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where C is work hardening factor and n is work hardening exponent.

   Generally, the equilibrium equation of stress in flange is given by :

       dOr+Or-Oe =o. (9)       dr r

Then, using Eqs. (5) 'v (8),

       ddOrr = c(fl], )"" -li-(in 2ri S･r+ r2 )". (io)

IThen, integrating and using the boundary condition or=-Ps at the rim of fiange (r=a),

the stress acting at the cross section of cup wal1, which can be identified with the

stress acting at the idealized inner rim of flange (r=ri ), can be expressed as :

                                                              '       o,,F = c( fl;)"'i ll -ili(in 2ri Sr + r2)n dr - p. , . (i i)

where a is given by ao2-2riS from Eq. (5), and the subscriptFdenotes that the

frictional effect is unconsidered.

   According to Siebel's equation, the stress required for bending and unbending,

oG , can be written as :

      oG =: t( o-e+ o-i) /4p, (12)
where o-e and o-i are the equivalent stresses atr =re and r=ri, and p is pd+t/2.

Then, using Eqs. (6) 'and (8),

      oG == fi;t((kin 2riSr.+ re2)"+(kinN/illi-IE)n) . (i3)'

Therefore, substituting the sum of oriF [Eq. (11)] and oG [Eq. (13)] fbr ori in Eqs.

(4) and (3), the drawing force F' and punch pressure Pp', in which the ftictional effect

is unconsidered, can be expressed as :

      F' = 2nvitc( k)"'i II: -ill- (in 2ri Sr+ r2)" dr

         + nrSp2 C((k in 2 ri S..+ re2 )"+ (kin v/illi-IFi)") , (i4)

      pp'= 2rr.'St(c(k)""l,a-l)(in 2riSr+r2)"dr-ps)

                 '         + 2rpi t;.C, ((kin 2 ri S..+ re2 )n+ (kin Vlll-IFi)") . (i s)
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2.2 Analysisincludingfrictionaleffect

   As described in the previous paperi), in the outer region than the protrusion of

hold-down cylinder(r>rf: see Fig. 1), lubricant (tallow) is kept between blank and

tools, and the state of fluid lubrication persists throughout the drawing process. On the

other hand, the region (re < r < rD at which the pressurized liquid is sealed is in the state

of boundary lubrication. Therefore, the ftictional effect is considered for only the later

region in this analysis.

   In this region, the thickness of blank is unchangeable because of the restraint by

tools. Using Eq.(7), the thickness stress ot is given by:

       o, .= Or;Oe == o,-k. (16)
   Considering a smal1 ring element at radius rin this region, the frictional force

acting on its upper and lower surfaces is given by -4nrdr.liot. Using Eq.(16),

the radial stress against this friction, doH, which acts on the inner lateral surface of

this element, is given by :

       do.=-2dri '"Ot=ZftL( fl:- o,)dr . (17)

   6 can be expressed as the function of r by using Eqs.(5), (6) and (8) and also or

can be expressed as its function by replacing the lower limit ri of the integral in Eq. (11)

to r. Then, integrating this expression from r-e to rf,

        oH = 2ftL ( f} ( fti)n 1.'7 (in 2 ri Sr+ r2 )" dr + p.( rf - r.)

          -c(k)"" ]li'la-i5-(ln 2ri Sr+r2)"dr . drl . (18)

Therefbre, substituting the sum of oriF [Eq. (11)], oG [Eq. (13)] and oH [Eq. (18)]

    'for ori in Eq. (4), the equation of drawing force F, in which the frictional effect is

considered,can be expressed as:

       F= 2nr,tc(k)"'iIIr-l (ln 2rt Sr+r2)ndr

+
nrit2C ((kin 2riS+r

2p re

e2 )n+ ( fti, in 2ZS +i)")

+4rrr,"(fl (k)".Llg(in 2riS+r2
r

)"dr + p.( zf - re)

- c(k)"" 1.nf-la"(ln 2riS+ r2

r

)"dr.dr). (19)
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In the same manner, substituting the sum of oriF, OG and oH for ori in Eq.

equation of punch pressure Pp, in which the frictional effect is considered,

expressed as:
       pp = 2rri2t (c(k)"'i1,"-l)(in V2I7Sr+ r2)" dr . p.}

          + itpt.2.g((k in 2 rt 9.+ re2 )"+ ( fl], in VlllllFi])"1

          +4.r.t,"(fl (k)"./ll;'(in 2rtS.'r2)"dr+p,(r,-r.)

          - c( k)"'i ]I;f la" (in 2rz Sr + r2 )" dr ･ drl

In Eqs. (19) and (20), both ofthe drawing forceFand punch pressure Pp are

as the function of drawing depth S and lateral fluid pressure Ps.

Ps is included only in ftictional term, so it does not have much

(3), the

can be'

(20)

         expressed

In Eq.(19), however,

     effect on F.

                     3. CalcqlationofDrawingForce

   By using the theoretical equations obtained in the preceding chapter, the theoreti-

cal values of drawing force and punch pressure were calculated for the working condi-

tion shown in the previous paperi). And they were compared with the experimental

value of drawing force2) and that of punch pressurei), respectively.

   Table 1 shows the factors to calculate these theoretical values, and the calculation

factors are based on the experimental conditionsi) for aluminum sheets AI050P-O.

The value of coefficient of friction ,ct shown in this table was obtained from the friction

test, and it was almost the same as the value obtained from compression test for
aluminum cylinder under tallow lubrication carried out by Tanaka et al.3)

                        Table l Calculation factors

Diameterofblank 2ao/mm 60.0

Thicknessofblank t/mm O.8,1.5

Workhardeningfactor. C/MPa
150(t=O.8)145(tt1.5)

Workhardeningexponent n
O.28(t=O.8)O.27(t=1.5)

Coefficientoffriction p
t

O.02

Punchdiameter 2rplmm 15.0

Diethroatdiameter 2rd!mm
16.9(t=O.8)18.7(t=1.5)

Dieprofileradius Pd/MM 2.5

Diameterofdieopening 2re/mm
21.9(t=O.8)23.7(t=1.5)

Diameterofprotrusion
ofhold-downcylinder

2rf/mm
26.0(t=O.8)28.0(t=1.5)
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   Figure 2 shows the theoretical curves of F- S for O.8 mm and 1.5 mm thick sheets

under set lateral fluid pressure ps = 140 MPa (1400 kgflcm2), and the marks of(O) and

(A) indicate the experimental values ofF shown in the previous paper2? ln this figure,

two chain lines show the drawing forces k due to the set lateral fluid pressure ps fbr

both sheets. For depth of drawing S below 15 mm, the theoretical results agree very

well with the experimental values. But for S above 15 mm, the theoretical results

deviate gradually from the experimental values, be.cause the formation ofears caused by

anisotropy of sheet is unconsidered in this theoretical equation in which axigymmetric

deformation is assumed.
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   Figure 3 shows the theoretical curves ofP･p-Sfor O.8 mm and 1 .5 mm thick sheets

under Ps = 140 MPa, and the marks of (O) and (A) in this figure indicate the experi-

mental values ofpp shown in the previous paperiJ. For S below 15mm, the theoretical

results ofPp agree well with experimental values. But forS above 15 mm, the theoreti-

cal results deviate considerably from the experimental values, and the deviation is

remarkable than that shown in Fig.2. Because, thesePp-Scurves correspond to E)-S

curves which are equivalent only to the upper parts of F-S curves divided by the

chain lines shown in Fig. 2 as described in the previouspaper2J.

   The theoretical values ofF and Pp were also compared with their experimental

values for various set lateral fluid pressureps other than 140 MPa, and it was confirmed

that thei･r relations have the same tendency as those shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

                          4. Conclusion

   In this study, the theoretical equations of the drawing force and punch pressure, in

which bending and frictional effects were considered, were derived by the stress analysis

based on the assumption of axisymmetric deformation and plane strain. And the good

agreements between the theoretical values calculated by these equations and the experi-

mental values were obtained for the drawing process except the last stage. Therefore,

the drawing characteristics in this deep drawing, which is represented by the relation

between the drawing depth, punch pressure, and lateral fluid pressure, may be estimated

theoretically for different working conditions by use of these equations.
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